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LRCN Joins Alliance for Affordable Internet Coalition

L

ibrarians' registration Council of Nigeria is now one of the Nigeria Coalition Members
of Alliance for Affordable Internet (A4AI). The Alliance for Affordable Internet is a
coalition of private sector, public sector, and not-for-profit organizations who have
come together to advance the shared aim of affordable access to both mobile and fixed-line
Internet in developing countries.
The World Wide Web (www) Foundation serves as the secretariat for the Alliance.

Minister of Communication Technology, Omobola Johnson,
presenting the keynote speech at the event

Dr Okojie and other participants brainstorming on
effectiveness of the USPF

Membership Coordinator of A4AI, Emilie Yam in a post on the organization's website dated
March 20, 2014, listed LRCN as one of the Coalition members of the Alliance.
LRCN joined the Alliance during the celebration of the World Wide Web's 25th anniversary
in Abuja. A4AI organized a multi stakeholder forum to mark the event. The forum, held at
the Chelsea Hotel on March 11, 2014 was the Alliance's first activity to launch its work to spur
policy and regulatory change for more affordable internet access in the country.
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At the forum, members of the Coalition
brainstormed on several themes which include:
Pricing transparency; Open access framework
and infrastructure sharing; Harmonization and
rationalization of taxes across local, state and
national levels and spectrum policy. Others are
Data collection and indicators (M&E) and the
Universal Service Fund.
The Coalition agreed to undertake some
activities in future especially quarterly face to
face meetings; thematic workshops/seminars
Participants during the opening session
throughout the year; policy proposals
development by coalition's subcommittees and Participation in A4AI regional events.
The Forum was attended by several Nigerians working in the technology sector including
the Minister of Communication Technology, Mrs. Omobola Johnson. The Minister opened
the forum by outlining the goals and challenges in implementing the country's national
broadband plan for 2013-2018, which was
approved last May.
“Central to our Connect Nigeria initiative,
our national broadband plan was
approved in May 2013 and is now being
implemented with oversight from a
Broadband Council that comprises major
stakeholders in the industry,” the Minister
said.
She stated that elements of this plan have
been rolled out with the significant step
Sonia and NiRA President, Mary Uduma
of provisional allocation of a 30MHz slot
in the 2.3GHz range for Wholesale Wireless Access after a successful auction
process. She said the Open Access Model that will be applied for the Next
Generation Optic Fibre Network (“Infraco model”) is at the very final stage of
licensing the companies.
Mrs. Johnson noted that cost of internet access in Nigeria has been a major challenge.
Quoting the A4AI Affordability Index report, she said “Eighty-four percent of
Nigerians live on less than two dollars per day and the World Bank notes that
63 percent live on less than $1.25.
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A prepaid mobile broadband user subsisting on $2 per day who wanted to use
1GB of data per month would have to spend 22 percent of their monthly income
to do so.”
This, according to her is a far cry from the UN Broadband Commission target, hence the
need to increase average monthly income or drastically reduce the average cost of
access for Nigerians to meet this target. Nigeria must do both to achieve economic,
social and political aspirations.

Technical session

Panelists at the event

It was in an attempt to tackle some of these challenges that Nigeria became one of the first
countries in Africa to join the Alliance for Affordable Internet (A4AI) when it was
launched, incidentally in Abuja, during the Commonwealth Technology Organization
(CTO) Forum in October 2013.
Undoubtedly, any stride made to expand
internet access in Africa's most populous
country and one of its largest economies will
reverberate throughout the region. This
means that library operations across Africa
will be given a boost also.
Already, Nigeria's education system is
occupying vantage position on the
information superhighway. The Minister said
one initiative that deserves particular
mention is the National fibre-optic
Research and Education Network (NgREN)
for tertiary institutions.
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“We recognized early on that Nigerian students, particularly in institutes of tertiary
education are grossly underserved and in some cases, un-served with respect to
affordable, high speed Internet access.
The Universal Service Provision Fund, the National Universities Commission and the
World Bank have jointly funded the NgREN project whereby a 10Gbs fibre optic
based network connects thirty six (36) Federal Universities, Twenty eight (28) OffCampus sites and Twelve (12) Medical Colleges to the wider research and education
universe in the first phase. Subsequent phases will include state universities,
polytechnics and other tertiary institutions.”
Other Coalition members at the forum included Consumers International, MainOne,
Phase3 Telecom, Intel, Cisco, Google, and the Nigeria Network of NGOs.

LRCN Gets Anti Corruption Unit

T

he Anti-Corruption and Transparency
Unit (ACTU) of Librarians Registration
Council of Nigeria (LRCN) was
th
inaugurated on 10 March, 2014 at the
Council's headquarters in Abuja. This Unit is
expected to complement the work of the
Independent Corrupt Practices and Other
Related Offences Commission (ICPC) in the
fight against corruption.

Members of LRCN ACTU taking the Oath of Office

Chairman of ICPC Barrister Ekpo Nta who
performed the inauguration charged the
Unit to provide a holistic framework for the
fight against corruption in the Council
saying, the LRCN ACTU can undertake
punitive, preventive and
educational/enlightenment responsibilities
but should not prosecute offenders.
LRCN staffers at the event
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“This means that ACTU can conduct preliminary investigation into petitions received about
activities of their organizations and report to Management and ICPC for further action,” Barr
Nta said.
He noted that as insiders, the Unit occupy a vantage position as regards familiarity with the
procedural machinery of the organization and are better placed to critically assess such
system and put forward recommendations on review of those that are prone to corruption.

Group Photo of LRCN Management with the ICPC and
ACTU members

Rep of ICPC Chairman. Mr Iko Hezekiah delivering a
goodwill message

Further, the ICPC chairman who was represented at the event by Mr. Iko Hezekiah noted that
educational and enlightenment functions are very significant areas of focus. “In order to
discharge these tasks effectively, you need to use strategic methods such as publication of
anti-corruption posters, stickers, handbills etc and also exploit other internal
communication media like newsletters and journals to project the anti corruption message”.
He then charged the team to use the inauguration
as a turning point in making the LRCN achieve its
desired objectives saying that too much damage
had been done to the corporate culture of the
Public Service and it is only by constant reminders
of the ethical and professional responsibilities of
public officials, that desired changes can be
effected.
Registrar/CEO of LRCN, Dr Victoria Okojie had in her
remarks noted that the inauguration was prompted
Cross section of LRCN staff
by a memo from the Head of Civil Service of the
Federation that directed all MDAs to establish the anti corruption unit.
“When we received the letter, we swung into action,” she said.
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The Registrar who was represented by Mr Dele Omotoso, Director Professional Services
Department, said the ACTU will complement but not replace the functions of the Internal
Audit Unit of LRCN. She said members of the LRCN ACTU were selected from the good
stock, while expressing optimism that they will live up to their bidding.
The Unit is to be Chaired by the Mr Adetimi Adeyanju, the Assistant Chief Administrative
Officer while Miss Sylvia Fidoro of the Internal Audit Unit is the Secretary. Other members of
the Committee are the Council’s Senior Legal Officer, Mrs Chigemezu Chigbu; Senior
Librarian, Shehu Allahde and Farid el-Yakub,
Admin Officer 1.
Responding on behalf of the members, the
Chair, Mr Adetimi Adeyanju appreciated the
Management of LRCN for approving the
establishment of the Unit, pledging that the
ACTU would work to curtail all forms of sharp
practices and ensure that loopholes leading to
corruptions are immediately and absolutely
blocked. Mr Adeyanju assured that the
committee will do its best to sensitize members
The Chair speaks
of staff on best practices. The ceremony ended
with a closed door session and induction organised for the ACTU members.

LRCN, HUAWEI Technologies Mull Partnership

O

n 12th March, 2014, the Registrar/CEO
of Librarians' Registration Council of
Nigeria Dr Okojie led some of her
team members on a familiarization visit to the
Abuja office of Huawei Technologies Nigeria
Limited.
Huawei is a leading global information and
communications technology (ICT) solution
provider, with headquarters in Shenzhen
China but has two branches in Nigeria (Abuja,
Lagos).
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LRCN, HUAWEI Technologies Mull Partnership...
The LRCN team was received by Huawei's Account Manager, Mr. Funsho Adebayo on behalf
of the Managing Director.
Mr Adeboye explained that the company's footprints in Nigeria can be seen in all the sectors
including the education sector. He stated that Huawei had worked with the Universal
Services Provision Fund (USPF) of the Federal Ministry of Communication Technology as the
equipment vendor for establishing e-libraries in different libraries in Nigeria and sees LRCN's
visit as a step in the right direction.

Huawei presentation ongoing

Facility tour

Mr. Adebayo briefed LRCN team on a number of Huawei technologies activities across the
world and in Nigeria. For example, Huawei recently launched the OptiX OSN 9800 U16, a
product designed to increase efficiency and reduce costs for telecoms operators in relation
to managing increasing volumes of data traffic
from both fixed and mobile networks across
metropolitan networks. The solution, which
was unveiled at the Global WDM/OTN Seminar
hosted by Huawei is based upon a new
WDM/OTN Packet Optical Transport System
(P-OTS) architecture. It provides full crossconnection capacities of 5.6T through a 19 U
(about 85 cm) sub-rack and lead the industry in
relation to capacity and integration.
The company also showcased its innovative
server products and solutions using Intel®
Xeon® processors at the Shenzhen-based
IDF 2014.
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Huawei RH8100 V3 runs on Intel®'s Xeon® E7-8800 v2 processor which provides up to
60 features across reliability, availability, and serviceability (RAS). It is comparable to
midrange computers, and enjoys robust computing performance and extensibility.
Huawei's hardware partitioning technology is leveraged to divide a single eight-socket
server into two four-socket servers to support the evolution of processors over the next
ten years, addressing the future high-speed interconnection requirements of the next
three generations. This feature maximizes resource utilization and ensures a high return
on investment.

Dr Okojie tests a facility

Huawei's staff gets LRCN publications

In her remarks, Dr Okojie said that Nigeria has been able to manage the digital floods
effectively because of robust support services of some multinationals like the Huawei
technologies Ltd.
“Your commitment to bridging the digital divide across the world especially in Africa is not in
doubt,” the Registrar said and then briefed on LRCN mandate and activities.
She said deploying ICTs in libraries in Nigeria is quite challenging and that capacity building
and provision of adequate facilities top the list of challenges.
Dr Okojie also sought Huawei's support for some of the Council's activities especially for the
upcoming conference of certified librarians.
“We know you are here for business. Supporting an organization like LRCN will place you in
good light and raise your profile for more profitable businesses in Nigeria,” she said.
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